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Direct measurements of individual bubble oscillations in lithotripsy fields have been performed
using light-scattering techniques. Studies were performed with bubble clouds in gassy water as well
as single levitated bubbles in degassed water. There is direct evidence that the bubble survives the
inertial collapse, rebounding several times before breaking up. Bubble dynamics calculations agree
well with the observations, provided that vapor trapping~a reduction in condensation during bubble
collapse! is included. Furthermore, the afterbounces are dominated by vapor diffusion, not gas
diffusion. Vapor trapping is important in limiting the collapse strength of bubbles, and in
sonochemical activity. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1433970#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Every year, over 100 000 people are treated for kidn
stones in the United States, and many times that worldw
In 1990, about 85% of these patients1 were treated with
shock wave lithotripsy~SWL!,2 a method in which high in-
tensity shock waves are focused at the site of the stone
sulting in stone comminution. Despite the widespread us
SWL, there is no agreement in the literature as to the mec
nism by which the shock wave destroys kidney stones. P
sible contributors include spallation,3 direct acoustic shearing
of the stone,4 fatigue,5 focused stress waves,6 cavitation,7–9

and most recently, squeezing.10 Furthermore, although earl
reports indicated that SWL treatment did not lead to app
ciable damage to the kidney, it is now recognized tha
clinical dose~'2000 shock waves! will induce renal injury
in a majority, if not all, treated kidneys.11

In an electrohydraulic lithotripter~Fig. 1!, the shock
wave generated by an underwater explosion at the inte
focus~F1! of an ellipsoidal reflector is focused on the kidn
stone at the external focus~F2!. Typical in vitro measure-
ments of the shock wave in water indicate that at F2, a
MPa, 1-ms compression is followed by a210 MPa, 5ms
rarefaction~the spatial profile is shown in the inset of Fig
1!.12 The 26 dB region is cigar-shaped and roughly 6 c
long by 1 cm in diameter.13

It is commonly accepted that the initial compressi
wave compresses preexisting bubbles. The rarefaction
lowing the shock then causes these micro-bubbles to gro
millimeter dimensions before collapsing inertially after hu
dreds of microseconds. Acoustic emission detectedin vivo
9131070-6631/2002/14(3)/913/9/$19.00
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agrees with these long growth and collapse cycles.14 Accord-
ingly, acoustic cavitation has been an important area of
search on the mechanisms for stone comminution~as well as
tissue damage! in SWL.

The SWL cavitation field has been characterized w
acoustic techniques,14–17 foils,17 high-speed video,17–19 and
recently with laser illumination.20,21 In particular, acoustic
detection of bubble emissions have proved useful in ver
ing bubble dynamics equations for modeling the radius-tim
or R(t) of bubbles subjected to SWL pulses. Currently mo
formulations of bubble dynamics associated with SWL u
the Gilmore model.22 Figure 2 illustrates the success of th
model in matching the time intervaltC between acoustic sig
nals from the forced compression and inertial collapse.

Although indirect methods for measuringR(t) dynamics
have proved useful for many applications, they are no
direct measure of bubble dynamics, and do not provid
complete understanding of bubble motion. High-speed m
ies do provide some information as to the radial motion,
only over very short times when the bubble is large enou
to be observed, and at a very high cost. Hence, a more d
measurement of bubble motion that can detect sma
bubbles in real time, over their complete motion, is desir

In this paper we examine the detailed dynamics ass
ated with bubbles subjected to a SWL pulse with expe
ments and theory. Light-scattering techniques are emplo
to measure theR(t) curve of single bubbles in the SWL
cavitation field. The experiments described here differ fro
previous research using light-scattering from bubbles
SWL20 in that we measure the instantaneous~nonaveraged!
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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response from individual bubbles, not from bubble clou
The measurements show that the rebounds, or afterbou
of the bubble can be matched to numerical simulations o
when water vapor and heat transfer are included in the si
lations. The addition of water vapor in the simulations d
matically affects the bubble dynamics, as well as the hot-s
conditions that exist in the collapsed bubble.

The paper is organized as follows: First, the acous
wave generated by SWL is reviewed, followed by a theor
ical description of the model used to calculate spher

FIG. 1. A diagram of the electrohydraulic shock wave lithotripter~SWL!. A
spark discharge located at the first focus of an ellipsoidal reflector is
flected by the ellipsoid and focused at the second focus, F2. Thespatial
profile of a measured shock wave is also shown.

FIG. 2. ~a! A ~time domain! lithotripter pulse shown in the inset causes
preexisting bubble to undergo inertial cavitation, calculated here using
Gilmore equation.~b! The corresponding acoustic radiation pressure am
tude calculated from the curve in~a! at a distance ofRh55 cm from the
bubble.~c! The measured time interval between compression and colla
agrees well with calculations. The calculated time interval is matched to
data by varying the pressure amplitude.~Courtesy of M. Bailey.!
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bubble dynamics. The experimental system and results
low, and comparisons with the model are made. Implicatio
are then discussed.

II. THEORY

In the following subsections we describe our model
simulating radial bubble pulsations in SWL fields. We use
modified Rayleigh–Plesset bubble dynamics equation of m
tion, and incorporate mass and heat transfer across
bubble boundary, as well as chemical reactions. The mod
based on applications to sonoluminescence~SL! bubbles.

A. Lithotripter pulse „the bubble driver …

For an electrohydraulic lithotripter, a high-voltage spa
discharge at F1~see Fig. 1! creates an underwater explosio
resulting in a finite amplitude, spherically diverging pressu
wave. The form of the pressure wave includes a fast r
time, high-amplitude compressive pulse, followed by a re
tively long, lower amplitude rarefaction. A portion of th
wave impinges on the ellipsoidal reflector, reflects, and
cuses at F2. Initially, simulations of the SWL pulse we
modeled as22

p~ t !52pae2at cos~vt1p/3!, ~1!

wherepa is the peak positive pressure,a59.13105 is the
decay constant andv52p f ( f 583.3 kHz). However, sub-
sequent Polyvinylidene fluoride~PVDF! hydrophone mea-
surements have indicated that the negative portion of
waveform lasts longer than the model waveform. Furth
more, fiber-optic hydrophone studies have shown that
negative portion of the wave form lasts longer than PVD
hydrophone measurements, possibly due to the better a
sion of water to the glass fiber tip.23,24 It can be argued tha
PVDF measurements of the wave form should be artificia
extended to better match the fiber-optic measurements, ra
than simply scale the pressure amplitude of the wave form17

Therefore, both measurements of the pressure field in
lithotripter and our simulations have artificially extende
tails. In the simulations, we takea53.53105 and f
550.0 kHz. The temporal profile of the model and extend

e-

e
-

se
e

FIG. 3. Comparison of theoretical shock wave of Eq.~1! ~short dashed line!
and our artificially extended measured shock wave~solid line!, together with
our new fitting parameters~long dashed line!, a53.53105 and f
550.0 kHz.
e or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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wave forms can be seen in Fig. 3. The finite rise-time of
SWL pulse22 is neglected since it is not important for bubb
growth.

B. Bubble dynamics

This section will outline the derivation of the bubb
dynamics model. More complete derivations have appea
elsewhere so interested readers should consult the refere
for details and justification of assumptions. We will discu
the model for the liquid dynamics, the gas dynamics,
boundary fluxes, as well as the spherical shape. The vio
nonlinear oscillation of a bubble subjected to a variable pr
sure field is formally described by the coupling of the co
pressible Navier–Stokes equations in the liquid and the
Fortunately, the equations can be simplified and still desc
the bubble dynamics accurately.

1. The dynamics of the liquid

If one assumes that the liquid surrounding a bubble
incompressible~or only mildly compressible! the Navier–
Stokes equations of the liquid may be reduced to a nonlin
ordinary differential equation~ODE! for the bubble radius.
This equation, typically known as the Rayleigh–Ples
equation~RPE!, has various versions and derivations in t
literature.25 The form we use, which accounts for liquid com
pressibility, is given as26,27

rL~R̈1 3
2Ṙ

2!5~Pb2P`2PF!1RṖ/cL , ~2!

whereR is the bubble radius,rL is the liquid density,P` is
the ambient pressure,PF is the variable pressure due to th
acoustic forcing,cL is the speed of sound in the liquid,Pb is
the pressure at the bubble wall in the liquid, and dots den
derivatives with respect to time. The pressure at the bub
wall is related to the internal gas pressure,Pg , by

Pb5Pg2
2s

R
24m

Ṙ

R
, ~3!

wheres is the surface tension andm is the liquid viscosity.

2. The dynamics of the gas

To close the Rayleigh–Plesset equation one must h
an expression for the gas pressure in the bubble. The m
basic simplification is to assume that the gas is obeyin
polytropic law and that the pressure inside the bubble is s
tially uniform. Under these assumptions the pressure is s
ply related to the bubble volume and the RPE is closed
the expression

Pg~ t !5P0S R0

R~ t ! D
3g

. ~4!

The polytropic assumption is not appropriate for the viole
phenomena that we will investigate in the current work, th
we will adopt a different approach.

Formally, the Navier–Stokes equations for the gas
be solved to obtain the gas pressure at the bubble wall;
was done in recent simulations28 of the gas–vapor mixture
which accounted for heat transfer, mass transfer, ph
change, and chemical reactions. While it was shown
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taking these details into account had important conseque
for precisely understanding the state of the gas in viol
cavitation phenomena, the basic physics of the radial dyn
ics can be captured with simpler models.29–31

To derive the average model, we start with the compl
Navier–Stokes equations for a multi-species, reacting ga32

We will also assume that the pressure inside the bubbl
spatially uniform. Despite the fact that the Mach number
the bubble wall can be very large, it was recently sho
analytically that the pressure inside the bubble remains q
uniform for most of the cycle.33 Pressure nonuniformities
only exist when the bubble wall undergoes extreme accel
tion, as when the collapse is halted and reversed. Eve
violent collapses~using SL as a test case! where the pressure
field has significant nonuniformities around the time of c
lapse, this variation does not influence the radial dynami

If we assume an ideal gas equation of state and id
mixture rules it is straightforward to derive an ODE for th
pressure in the bubble with the unknowns being the fluxe
heat and mass across the interface. Because this~or similar!
results have appeared elsewhere29–31we present only the re
sult

Ṗg5PggF ṅ

n
2

3Ṙ

R
G2~g21!F( G iHi2k

3

R

dT

dr G , ~5!

whereg is the ratio of specific heats,n is the total number of
moles of gas and vapor,G i is the volumetric rate of
production–destruction due to chemical reactions,Hi is the
partial molar enthalpy of speciesi ~the sum is taken over al
species!, k is the thermal conductivity of the gas, anddT/dr
is the temperature gradient at the bubble wall.

One must also consider the total conservation of m
for the bubble. The rate of change in the number of moles
eachṅi species is given by the rate of chemical productio
destruction and flux due to either the phase change of
liquid at the bubble interface or the flux due to dissolved g
diffusion, ni9 . The expression is

ṅi5ni9A1G iV, ~6!

whereA is the bubble surface area andV is the bubble vol-
ume. The volumetric rate of chemical productionG i is found
by coupling the gas dynamic equations to a standard che
cal kinetics reaction mechanism: This step is not neces
unless one is interested in the chemical output from
bubbles.

Coupling of bubble dynamics to the chemical reacti
mechanism ~by computing G i! is outlined in several
references.34–36The reaction mechanism we use in this wo
accounts for reactions of oxygen, nitrogen, water, and ar
with 70 forward and reverse reactions with 19 different sp
cies. Again, this chemical coupling only matters when one
interested in the chemical output of a collapsing bubb
which will be presented later.

3. Models of the boundary flux

To solve the pressure and mass equations above,
need expressions for the flux of heat and mass at the bo
ary ~dT/dr andni9!. One simple method is based on comp
e or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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tition of time scales.36 When the bubble is moving rapidl
compared to the time for heat diffusion out of the bubble,
bubble is assumed to behave adiabatically (dT/dr50).
When the bubble is moving slowly compared to heat dif
sion, the bubble is assumed isothermal.

Toegelet al.30 proposed a similar model giving an ap
proximate form for the fluxes of heat and mass based
scaling arguments for a boundary layer. We adopt this mo
here as it provides physically realistic heat loss, which
important for modeling thermal damping. The temperat
gradient is estimated as

dT

dr
5

T2T`

d
, ~7!

where the boundary layer thickness is given asd5AtTa, a
is the thermal diffusivity of the multispecies gas, and t
time scale for temperature changes is given astT5R/3(g
21)Ṙ. The thickness of the thermal boundary layer is n
allowed to grow beyond the radius of the bubble. Note t
since the thermal diffusivitya is proportional to 1/r, the

thermal boundary layer thickness scales asAR4/Ṙ, so that
the boundary layer can be quite thin when the radius is sm
and the bubble is moving rapidly.

An approximation for the flux of vapor out of the bubb
can be derived in a similar manner. The mass flux is given
the minimum of the rate of phase change from kinetic the
and the rate limited by inter-species mass diffusion. The fl
of vapor out of the bubble is given as

ni95minS D
n2neq

Vd
,nevap9 D , ~8!

whereneq is the number of moles of vapor in the bubble
equilibrium, andnevap9 is the evaporative flux from kinetic
theory. The boundary layer thickness,d5AtND, is defined
with the mass diffusion coefficient, D and the time scale
the change in mole numberstN5R/3Ṙ. Justification for
these flux models can be found in the references.29,30,36

Expressions for the flux for dissolved gas species
given in detail by Fyrillas and Szeri.37 These equations ar
applied to compute the rate of change of the number
moles of dissolved gas as the volume of the bubble chan

4. Spherical stability

Due to the violent collapse, one must determine if t
assumption of spherical symmetry of the bubble is justifi
The spherical stability of bubbles has been analyzed by v
ous authors and will not be repeated here.38–40Nonspherical
perturbations grow on the collapse due to the acceleratio
a heavy fluid into a light one. The afterbounces couple to
nonspherical oscillations causing parametric instability. L
ear stability analysis can accurately predict the growth
nonspherical modes; this analysis has proved to be quite
curate even in the violent collapses found in single-bub
sonoluminescence~SBSL!. We simply apply the analysis o
the Rayleigh–Taylor instability found in the literature39,40
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and stop the calculation when the amplitudes on nonsph
cal modes grows to the order of magnitude of the bub
size.

III. EXPERIMENT

All experiments were performed in a research electro
draulic shock wave lithotripter,13 modeled after the Dornie
HM3, the most widely used clinical lithotripter in the Unite
States.41 Detailed characterization of the acoustic field f
this lithotripter is not described here, but can be fou
elsewhere.13,17 An example of the PVDF-measured wav
form at the center of the 6 cm long by 1 cm diameter focus
shown in Fig. 3. For all experiments, the sparker voltage w
set to 21 kV.

A. Single-bubble apparatus

Bubble response experiments were carried out in a s
cially designed underwater levitation chamber. Bubble le
tation is a well-known technique that uses an acoustic sta
ing wave to generate a time-averaged acoustic radiation f
on the bubble that opposes the buoyancy force. With su
cient pressure amplitude, a bubble can be levitated at a p
sure node or antinode, depending on the size of
bubble.42,43 For our studies, bubbles smaller than resona
size were levitated, and thus they were held at the pres
antinode.

The underwater levitation chamber~Fig. 4! is almost
completely surrounded by air, which provides good boun
aries that reinforce a standing wave structure. Howeve
portion of two opposing walls of the chamber are coup
directly to the surrounding water tank in order to allow t
shock wave to pass through relatively unimpeded~amplitude
decreases by'5%!. These walls are made of black Nory
polyphenylene oxide~PPO! plastic ~specific gravity'1.06,

FIG. 4. Underwater levitation system used to place a single bubble a
focus of the lithotripter.
e or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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sound speed'2293 m/s!. The outer enclosure houses th
optical detection system, and provides support for the bub
levitation chamber. Two sides of the chamber are transpa
to allow laser illumination. The bottom-mounted PZT exc
tation transducer is used to generate the standing w
in the water-filled chamber (f 0'23 kHz). Fluid ports
~not shown! are incorporated to allow filling and draining o
water.

Because the chamber is completely closed to its s
roundings, a nichrome wire inserted into the chamber is u
to generate bubbles.44 We also partially degas~'100 Torr!
the levitation chamber water. Degassing serves two purpo
First, by removing most of the air from the water, the litho
ripter pulse will not nucleate cavitation bubbles on its ow
We verified this several times during the course of the
periment; sonoluminescence and acoustic signals were
served only when a bubble was levitated.

Second, we want to perform experiments on bubb
whose initial size is on the order of microns, not orders
magnitude larger. The initial creation of a bubble typica
produces a larger-than-desired bubble, so that degas
serves as a means to decrease the bubble size through
ward diffusion. Towards this end, we standardized our te
nique so that bubble dissolution lasted about 20–30 s.
then measured the bubble size in the submerged cham
using back-light imaging, and generated a calibration cu
of size vs time. During an experiment, we fired the litho
ripter when the bubble radius was expected to be less
10–20mm. Although bubble dynamics calculations indica
that the initial bubble radius is not important with respect
the overall growth and collapse sequence, one might ex
that very large bubbles would experience asymmetries f
the SWL pulse. We, therefore, tried to keep the initial bub
size small.

The bubble was aligned with the SWL pulse using la
illumination ~'2 to 3 mm beam waist! of the predetermined
SWL focus. The levitation chamber positioned the bub
within the beam using a three-dimensional~3D! translation
system. This same laser~a 0.5 mW HeNe source! also was
used as the light scattering source, directed perpendicu
to the SWL pulse propagation direction. The light scatte
from the bubble was focused onto a photomultiplier tu
~PMT; Thorn EMI 9956KB, 12 ns response! using a 5 cm-
diameter bi-convex lens mounted near the top of the en
sure. The output of the PMT was terminated into the 50 o
impedance of an oscilloscope~Lecroy LC334 AL, 500
MHz!, which was triggered with the SWL spark discharg

B. Light-scattering

Originally used to size stationary bubbles in water45–48

and to quantify radial instabilities in water,49 light-scattering
techniques have been refined to measure nonlinear pulsa
of bubbles,50 including the highly nonlinear oscillations o
sonoluminescing bubbles.51–53The overwhelming success o
this technique in measuring bubble oscillations—especi
with respect to sonoluminescing bubbles—suggests that
technique can be applied to measuring bubbles in SWL.

The mathematics of light scattering from spheric
loaded 09 Mar 2011 to 209.94.128.116. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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bubbles is formally described by Mie scattering theory.54 The
features associated with Mie scattering can be complica
as shown in Fig. 5~a!. Here we assume an incident, linear
polarized (l5632 nm) plane wave scattering off a homog
neous 20mm radius bubble in water~index of refraction ratio
of water to airn51.332!. The scattered intensity depends o
bubble size, as well as scattering angle. The intensity ge
ally decreases with increasing angle, and contains substa
fine oscillatory structure. This fine structure is smoothed
if light is collected over a relatively large angle. For e
ample, collecting the light over an angular range that sp
10° results in the solid curve of Fig. 5~a!. We also show as a
comparison the scattered light intensity in the geometr
optics limit.55

In the experiments, we collected light spanning the ran
64–96°, similar to what is used in sonoluminescen
experiments.52,53This range is a compromise that provides
relatively good signal–noise ratio. The Mie solution vs r
dius for small bubbles, averaged over this finite angu
range, is shown in Fig. 5~b!. The scattered intensity follows
the geometrical optics approximation (I}R2) even for rela-
tively small bubbles. Because SWL-generated bubbles sp
most of the time at relatively large sizes, we can use
much simpler geometrical optics approximation to relate
scattered intensity to bubble size. Thus, for our experime
we takeR}AI 2I 0, whereI 0 is the background light inten
sity. The proportionality constant is determined by sing

FIG. 5. ~a! Mie scattered intensity for a 20mm radius bubble vs detection
angle. Finite angle collection and geometrical optics approximation cu
are also shown.~b! Comparison of Mie scattered intensity to geometric
optics approximation vs bubble size.
e or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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parameter~pressure amplitude! fitting of the data to the cal-
culatedR(t) curve.

Finally we remark that the light scattered intensity
presumed to be from spherical bubbles, though it is proba
that some bubbles undergo nonspherical pulsations.
though mathematical solutions exist for spheroid
particles,56,57we are unaware of solutions that might involv
liquid jetting, capillary waves, etc. We confine ourselves
this study only to spherical dynamics. However, it is possi
to use light scattering to record bubble instabilities and n
spherical oscillations. Hornsburgh49 used light scattering
~into two separate photodiodes! to determine the threshol
for bubble instabilities, while Matula and Crum,53 using
light-scattering and direct imaging together, recorded li
scattered signals that apparently correspond to quadru
oscillations.

C. Data

An example of data obtained from the experiments
shown in Fig. 6. The model is fit to experiments by varyi
the pressure amplitude to match the experimentally meas
time interval between compression and first collapse. T
simulated initial bubble radius wasR054.5mm. The initial
bubble size does not play a large role in the maxim
bubble size attained, nor in the afterbounces as the initial
is overwhelmed by the vapor that evaporates into the bub
~this will be explained further below!. The pressure pulse
parameters were taken to be those in Fig. 3, and the liq
was water at 298 K degassed with air down to 100 Torr.

In Fig. 6 the bubble grows to almost 2 mm before u
dergoing an inertially dominated collapse about 400ms later.
The bubble then rebounds several times. It is uncl
whether or not the bubble remains intact throughout, or i
fragments and then reforms during the rebound. The ca
lation stops when the model predicts that the bubble
gone spherically unstable. The model and the data indi
that the bubble apparently survives the inertially domina
collapse. The afterbounce intervals are much longer than

FIG. 6. Experimental and simulated radial dynamics from an SWL pu
The fitted pressure amplitude is 33 MPa. The bubble was determined
spherically unstable when the calculation ends.
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dicted by the Gilmore model, and decrease with each af
bounce: This effect will be explained shortly.

We were also able to observe individual bubble dyna
ics from a cavitation cloud generated by an SWL pulse. H
we used the same single-bubble levitation chamber, but
not degas the water prior to the experiment. A very typi
result of the light-scattered intensity from such a bubble
shown in Fig. 7. Although the main growth and collap
sequence agrees well with the model, we did not observe
large afterbounces that are normally observed from the sin
levitated bubble. Of the very many data sets we obtain
~Fig. 7 is very typical! we rarely observed afterbounces sim
lar to those shown in Fig. 6. One possible explanation is t
the initial bubble was adjacent to the laser beam path,
not inside it. Then, upon expansion the bubble intersected
beam, resulting in an increase in light scattering, while
subsequent afterbounces were again outside the beam
Other likely possibilities include bubble–bubble interactio
that result in nonspherical collapses, causing the bubbl
disintegrate during the collapse, or that adjacent bubbles
lesce, resulting in a soft, cushioned collapse. If nea
bubbles are illuminated, we probably would not be able
distinguish the bubbles, and coalescence would not be
served.

We wish to emphasize that Figs. 6 and 7, although ty
cal, do not encompass all the different signals we have
served. Many signals show qualitatively similar behavior, b
vary greatly in the quantitative nature of the collapse tim
amplitude, symmetry during expansion and collapse, num
of afterbounces, etc. High-speed photographs of cavita
clouds due to shock-wave lithotripsy also show a great v
ety of bubble behavior.19 It is somewhat surprising that evi
dence of single bubble oscillations in a cavitation cloud~Fig.
7! can even be observed with laser scattering, given the
parent high density of bubbles observed with high-spe
photographs. Our results suggest that the separation dist
between neighboring bubbles can be larger than 1 to 2 m

.
be
FIG. 7. Light scattered signal from a bubble in a cavitation field. The mo
(Pa525.5 MPa) fits the main growth and collapse sequence, but there
no large afterbounces observed. A bubble in the cavitation field will lik
collapse nonspherically due to bubble–bubble interactions.
e or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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IV. DISCUSSION

Although our direct measurements of bubble oscillatio
in SWL are not completely unexpected, these studies h
revealed several issues that have heretofore been negle
Most importantly, vapor trapping softens the inertial co
lapse, leading to large afterbounces. In addition, we disc
below the possibility of bubble translation due to the acou
radiation force. We conclude with a discussion of the r
evance to multibubble cavitation fields that are norma
generated in SWL.

A. Importance of water vapor, and limitations

While most models of bubble dynamics in SWL includ
diffusion of dissolved gas, we find that gas diffusion is se
ondary to vapor trapping. In Fig. 8 we show the number
moles of gas and vapor inside the bubble for the same c
ditions shown in Fig. 6. Vapor comprises the majority of t
bubble contents throughout the growth phase, and over
eral afterbounces. The physics of the vapor trapping mec
nism is discussed in the references section29 in detail. Essen-
tially, the collapse becomes so rapid that there is insuffic
time for vapor deep in the bubble interior to escape.

Significant dissolved gas diffusion does occur as seen
the rapid growth in the amount of air in the bubble during t
expansion. This growth in the dissolved gas overwhelms
amount of gas that was initially in the bubble: This answ
the question of why the initial bubble radius is not importa
for fitting the experimental radial dynamics. In Fig. 9 w
show the change in radial dynamics if vapor is neglect
The afterbounces are of smaller amplitude and higher
quency.

The model presented here is based on approximat
for the heat and mass transfer out of the bubble. The bou
ary layer approximation, while physically relevant, is on
based upon scaling arguments. There is no reason tha
order unity scale factor cannot be included in the definit
of the transport boundary layer thickness in Eqs.~7! and~8!.
The difference in the radial dynamics with a prefactor of
2, and 4 added to the boundary layer thickness is show

FIG. 8. Number of moles of gas~air! and water vapor contained in th
bubble over the life of the oscillations, normalized by the number of mo
originally in the bubble. The parameters are the same as those used in F
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Fig. 10~note that in previous figures no prefactor was use!.
Because we do not use a prefactor, we see clearly that
model is very sensitive to vapor trapping: less is trapp
when the boundary layer is made thinner. Because the bu
is composed primarily of vapor the amount trapped by c
lapse controls the dynamics of the afterbounces. This lim
tion and sensitivity of the model should be understood.

B. Acoustic radiation force on bubble

An immediate concern prior to our experiments w
whether or not the levitated bubble would experience la
acoustic radiation forces from the SWL pulse, causing it
translate within, or even out of the laser beam. The tran
tional equation of motion for the bubble, assuming it rema
spherical, can be calculated from58

mbU̇b52V¹Pa2
1

2
r l

d

dt
@VUr #2

1

2
r lUr

2ACd . ~9!

s
. 6.

FIG. 9. Comparison of model with~solid curve! and without~dashed curve!
water vapor taken into account. The afterbounces are much smaller w
water vapor is neglected because the total mass inside the bubble is
smaller~see Fig. 8!.

FIG. 10. Influence of the scaling law for mass transport of vapor within
bubble on the strength of the afterbounces. The dynamics are quite sen
to the exact expression for the mass flux. The results show the effect
scaling factor of 1~solid!, 2 ~dashed!, and 4~dash–dot! in the term for the
boundary layer thickness.
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The three terms on the right are the acoustic radiation fo
the added mass force, and the drag force, respectively. B
ancy is neglected here. The parameters include the ma
the bubblemb5rgV, rg is the gas density,A5pR2 is the
projected area of the bubble, andCd is the drag coefficient. A
Stokes drag law is assumed here for simplicity; thusCd

524/Re, where the Reynolds number Re5(2rl /m)UrR, m is
the absolute shear viscosity, andUr5Ub2Ul , whereUl is
the velocity of the liquid.

Calculations suggest that the translational motion of
bubble is negligible compared to the beam diameter.59 Nev-
ertheless, we attempted to measure the translational disp
ment by narrowing the laser beam with a lens to; 0.5 mm,
positioning the bubble adjacent to the beam, on the near
of the SWL spark, and measuring the scattered light inten
as the bubble translated through the beam path. If succes
we would expect to observe an increase in the scattered
intensity as the bubble entered the beam path, followed b
decrease in intensity as the bubble exited the beam path
observed no such displacement signals. Bubbles placed
the far edge of the laser beam~with respect to the sparke
unit! also showed no evidence of translation.

C. Thermal and chemical effects

The model used for this work allows for predictions
the temperature of the bubble collapse and the amount of
radicals produced. The thermal and chemical activity of
bubble is shown in Fig. 11. We see that the initial sho

FIG. 11. Temperature~a! and OH radical production~b! for the same pa-
rameters used in Fig. 6. The temperature peaks in the forced compre
because the bubble contains very little water vapor at that time.
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compresses the bubble and a very high temperature
achieved. Due to the thinness of the shock front compare
the bubble radius, the bubble will not be forced spherica
when the initial shock impacts the bubble, therefore this te
perature is likely to be unphysical. Despite the high tempe
tures, there are few OH radicals produced in the forced co
pression as the bubble is nearly a pure air bubble; va
provides the fuel for production of OH radicals.

On the free collapse, the temperature inside the bub
reaches;3000 K. Significant OH radical production occu
from this heating of the nearly pure vapor bubble. We s
that the OH production slowly decays with spurts of O
production and destruction in subsequent afterbounces: s
lar behavior has been predicted in sonoluminescence.

D. Relevance to multibubble cavitation

The model thus far has provided good agreement w
the single bubble cavitation experiments, but this is clea
very different than the behavior of multibubble cavitation.
Fig. 7 we show our fit of the model to the multibubble da
showing agreement with the main growth and collapse
quence, but not in the dynamics of the afterbounces. W
the model presented in this paper is clearly not directly
plicable to predicting precise dynamics and behavior of m
tibubble fields~with associated nonspherical pulsations, co
lescence, etc.!, the model nevertheless is very useful
lithotripsy. The single bubble model can be thought of a
limiting case. For example, if one wants to assess the po
tial biochemical effects of radicals produced from cavitati
this model could provide an upper limit: A nonspherical co
lapse would not get as hot and produce fewer radic
Bubble fragmentation would also serve to limit radical pr
duction. If the radical production from this model is not si
nificant for cell and tissue damage, then the effect can
neglected.

V. CONCLUSION

Direct measurements of individual bubble dynam
from SWL have been performed for the first time. It w
found that simulations of single bubble dynamics are
agreement with the data, provided vapor trapping is ta
into account. Vapor trapping dramatically influences the h
spot conditions within the bubble, limiting the temperatu
that can be achieved. Vapor-trapping also provides a cus
that causes the bubble to rebound to much greater amplit
than previously thought. This cushioning may prevent
bubble from catastrophic disintegration upon collapse. F
thermore, the formation of hydroxyl radicals are closely ti
to the amount of water vapor trapped in the bubble. T
ability of this model to predict bubble motion in SWL~as
well as in sonoluminescence! may be useful in calculations
of the upper limit for radical production rates under vario
conditions.
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